
5,6,7,8
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: Absolute Beginner

Choreographer: Yeo Yu Puay (MY) - November 2011
Music: 5,6,7,8 - Steps : (Album: Step One)

Intro: 16 counts

[1-8] Holster Gun, stepping R&L, Sways (4x)
1–2 With both hands in cocked-pistol-grip (thumb pointing up, and index and middle fingers

pointing forward and the last two fingers curled in), Stomp R(weight on R), and holster R
gun(1). Hold(2)

3-4 Stomp L(weight on L) and holster L gun(3), Hold(4)
5–6 Sway right(5), sway left(6)
7-8 Sway right(7), sway left(8), weight ends on L

[9-16] Vines (R&L)
1–2 Step R to right(1), step L behind R(2)
3-4 Step R to right(3), stomp L beside R(4)
5-6 Step L to left(5), step R behind L(6)
7-8 Step L to left(7), stomp R beside L(8)

[17-24] 4 Toe struts on the spot (R hand twirling the lasso)
1-2 Touch R toe(1), drop R heel(2)
3–4 Touch L toe(3), drop L heel(4)
5-6 Touch R toe(5), drop R heel(6)
6-8 Touch L toe(7), drop L heel(8)
Note: RH twirls the lasso for the 8 beats above

[25-32] Gun poses and shoot
1-2 Step R to right, hold out left arm (elbow bent) with “gun” pointing diagonally forward to the

right(1), hold(2)
3-4 Cross right arm over left arm with “gun” pointing diagonally to the left, leaning right(3), hold(4)
5-8 For the next 4 counts, keep left arm still and jerk right forearm up from elbow as you shoot on

5,6,7,8, and as you do that, turn a ¼ right to end with weight leaning left (3.00)

Start again!

Optional Ending: You’ll be facing 3.00 for the last wall. Instead of turning ¼ right on the last 4 beats, turn ¼
left to face 12.00, and pose…
(hint for knowing when the last wall is: you’ll hear the chorus twice in a row with no verse or musical interlude
in between)

Have fun shooting! Yeeeeeee haaaaaaaaa!!!!

Contact Yu Puay: yeoyp95@gmail.com
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